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INTRODUCTION
The Panther Grove Wind Project (Project) boundary encompasses approximately 24,335 acres of land in
Woodford County in Illinois. This report provides the results of a Next Generation Radar (NEXRAD)
weather radar screening study conducted by Westslope Consulting, LLC (Westslope) for the Project
boundary using blade-tip heights of 533 feet (162.5 meters) above ground level (AGL) and 649 feet
(197.8 meters) AGL. This study includes an initial analysis using the Department of Defense (DoD)
Preliminary Screening Tool (PST) and Westslope’s NEXRAD weather radar screening analysis.
National Telecommunications and Information Administration
In September 2019, Tri Global Energy (TGE) submitted a Project boundary and blade-tip height to the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) for a detailed review. The NTIA is
essentially a clearinghouse for federal agencies, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). As part of this detailed review, NOAA’s National Weather Service considers
potential impacts to Weather Surveillance Radar model-88 Doppler (WSR-88D) sites. Specifically, TGE
submitted a conservative Project boundary encompassing approximately 82,708 acres of land and a
maximum blade-tip height of 725.1 feet (221 meters) AGL. On November 25, 2019, the NTIA issued a
letter response stating that “no agencies had issues with turbine placement in this area.” See
Attachments 1 and 2.
ANALYSIS
DoD Preliminary Screening Tool
Westslope conducted an initial analysis for NEXRAD using the DoD PST on the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Obstruction Evaluation/Airport Airspace Analysis (OE/AAA) website. [1] This
analysis provides a cursory indication of whether wind turbines at a blade-tip height of 525 feet (160
meters) AGL may be within line-of-sight of one or more DoD, FAA, or NOAA WSR-88D sites and likely to
affect radar performance. [2]
The PST is helpful for identifying potential impacts to NEXRAD; however, the results are preliminary, as
suggested by the title of the PST, and do not provide an official decision as to whether impacts are
acceptable to operations.
Based on the Project boundary and the Project boundary submitted to the NTIA, Westslope created a
single point and a four-point polygon for PST analysis purposes.
For NEXRAD, the PST analysis results for the single point and the polygon show that wind turbines both
in the Project boundary and the Project boundary submitted to the NTIA fall within a green area. A
green area, or “No Impact Zone,” indicates that impacts are not likely to WSR-88D operations. Please
note that grey areas also represent green areas in the PST analysis results. See Figure 1, where the black
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rotor represents the single point, the black line represents the polygon, the thick red line represents the
Project boundary, and the thin red line represents the Project boundary submitted to the NTIA.
Westslope identified the radar sites in the PST NEXRAD analysis results as the Chicago WSR-88D, Lincoln
WSR-88D, and the Quad Cities WSR-88D.

Figure 1 NEXRAD Results for the Single Point (left) and for the Polygon (right)
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Westslope’s NEXRAD Weather Radar Screening Analysis
The PST NEXRAD analysis does not account for blade-tip heights greater than 525 feet AGL and does not
reflect the wind farm impact zone scheme updated in 2018 by NOAA’s National Weather Service Radar
Operations Center (ROC). [3] The updated scheme expands the red area, or “No Build Zone,” from three
to four kilometers (km) and to areas where wind turbines penetrate the third elevation angle scanned
by a WSR-88D.
Westslope conducted a NEXRAD weather radar screening analysis using the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) 10-meter National Elevation Dataset (NED). This analysis shows whether wind turbines at
blade-tip heights of 533 feet AGL or 649 feet AGL will be within line-of-sight of one or more WSR-88D
sites and incorporates the updated wind farm impact zone scheme.
Westslope’s NEXRAD weather radar screening analysis shows that wind turbines located in the Project
boundary will not be within line-of-sight of the Chicago WSR-88D, Lincoln WSR-88D, or the Quad Cities
WSR-88D and will fall within a NOAA green No Impact Zone area for these radar sites at blade-tip
heights of 533 feet AGL and 649 feet AGL. See Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2 WSR-88D ROC Zone Results at 533 feet AGL using 10-meter NED
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Figure 3 WSR-88D ROC Zone Results at 649 feet AGL using 10-meter NED
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CONCLUSIONS
An initial review by Westslope using the DoD PST on the FAA’s OE/AAA website indicates that impacts to
WSR-88D sites are not likely.
Westslope’s NEXRAD weather radar screening analysis shows that wind turbines in the Project boundary
will not be within line-of-sight of the Chicago WSR-88D, Lincoln WSR-88D, or the Quad Cities WSR-88D
and fall within a NOAA green No Impact Zone area for these radar sites at blade-tip heights of 533 feet
AGL and 649 feet AGL.
Based on these findings, Westslope does not expect impacts to WSR-88D operations for wind turbines at
blade-tip heights of 533 feet AGL or 649 feet AGL in the Project boundary.
If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact Geoff Blackman at (405) 816-2604 or via
email at gnblackman@westslopeconsulting.com.
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